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ISTC Reopening Plan FAQ
What are the safety measures being put in to place for the health and well-being of students and
staff?


















Daily temperature checks for staff prior to opening doors to students at 7:55 am
Propped doors during arrival and transitions to eliminate all students touching for handles, etc.
Adjusted schedules to reduce the number of daily transitions
Prevention of co-mingling amongst students in K-5
Traffic flow to prevent congestion in hallways and exterior corridors
Face coverings when social distancing is not feasible
Reduced furniture in classrooms to socially distance as much as possible
Breakfast and lunch in classrooms to prevent large group gatherings in cafe
No “rainbowing” of classes during special areas
Designated recess areas for each individual class to keep classes from co-mingling
Clinic procedures adjusted
Layout of clinic changed to allow for isolation until pickup is possible for a symptomatic student
Adjusted dismissal procedures to keep classes from co-mingling
Reduced students on buses (No more than 2 to a seat) - as well as new loading and exiting
procedures
Installation of water bottle dispensers to replace water fountains
Sanitization of hands and surfaces prior to and after eating Increased sanitization of surfaces
and high touch areas throughout the day and after school hours
1:1 technology for students in grades 5-8 to avoid sharing of devices between classes

What is the plan for positive COVID case?


We will use the Flagler County School District’s detailed response plan, and we will report to the
local health department and take our guidance from them directly.

What will innovative learning look like?
 In the coming weeks, I will be working diligently with our leadership team, seeking
advice from student and parent stakeholders, and working with our governing board to
submit an approved plan for innovative learning to Flagler County and the FLDOE. This
plan will have to meet the state’s outlined requirements for this type of learning. I can
share currently that I expect innovative learning to be a mix of live lessons with an
Imagine Town Center instructor, and assigned independent work to complete by a
deadline. Our goal will be to mimic an actual school day to the maximum extent
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possible, but students will not be looking at a screen from 8-3 daily. I can provide
further details once our plan is approved, but we are definitely working on providing a
flexible option to meet the needs of our families.
Can we switch learning platforms in the middle of the semester?
 While we are trying our best to encourage families to make semester long decisions, we
certainly want to work with each family the best we can according to their comfort
level, etc. but we wanted the best numbers we could possibly have prior to August so
that we can plan appropriately for staffing teachers for the on campus learners and
teachers for the innovative learners. With that being said, we know that we will need to
allow for flexibility within those choices since circumstances change regularly. We will
work with you! Your ease and comfort is important in this process for us.
What will before/aftercare services look like?
 We will still have before and after care. We will have smaller group sizes and try to keep
students in the same grade level together so it will look a little different than we have
been accustomed to, but we will have the services still.
Will we still have buses?
 Yes. We encourage parents to transport if and when possible since social distancing isn’t
feasible on our buses, but we will definitely still offer bus services.

Is there a specific mask/face covering that is needed?
 No. Students can choose a face covering that is comfortable for them. Masks or shields
are allowable. Shields that are attached to a hat are also permitted. Buffs or neck
gaiters are also acceptable.
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